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Abstract

The formation of strong sporadic E-layers (Es) is frequently observed during the recovery phase of the magnetic storms over

Boa Vista (BV, 2.8°N, 60.7°W), a low latitude region over the Brazilian sector. To provide some explanation for this behavior,

we investigated in details the ionospheric response to the disturbed electric fields in these atypical Es layers appearance during

the magnetic storm of 21-22 January 2016. The analysis was based on F region and Es layers ionospheric parameters obtained

from digisonde, as well as on the Total Electron Content (TEC) obtained from Global Navigation SatelliteSystem (GNSS).

Furthermore, a theoretical model for the E region named MIRE is used to simulate the Es layers development. Such simulation

takes into account the E region winds and electric fields. The results show that the storm time electric field is enough to drive

the strong Es layers development. Moreover, it is seen that the intensification of the Es layers is related to the inhibition of

the F-region pre-reversal enhancement of the vertical drift due to a westward electric field during the disturbance dynamo

effect. Finally, the combined results from the model and observational data seemed to contribute significantly to advance our

understanding of the role of the electric fields in the Es layer formation.
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Abstract 30 

The formation of strong sporadic E-layers (Es) is frequently observed during the recovery phase 31 

of the magnetic storms over Boa Vista (BV, 2.8°N, 60.7°W), a low latitude region over the 32 

Brazilian sector. To provide some explanation for this behavior, we investigated in details the 33 

ionospheric response to the disturbed electric fields in these atypical Es layers appearance during 34 

the magnetic storm of 21-22 January 2016. The analysis was based on F region and Es layers 35 

ionospheric parameters obtained from digisonde, as well as on the Total Electron Content (TEC) 36 

obtained from Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). Furthermore, a theoretical model for 37 

the E region named MIRE is used to simulate the Es layers development. Such simulation takes 38 

into account the E region winds and electric fields. The results show that the storm time electric 39 

field is enough to drive the strong Es layers development. Moreover, it is seen that the 40 

intensification of the Es layers is related to the inhibition of the F-region pre-reversal 41 

enhancement of the vertical drift due to a westward electric field during the disturbance dynamo 42 

effect. Finally, the combined results from the model and observational data seemed to contribute 43 

significantly to advance our understanding of the role of the electric fields in the Es layer 44 

formation. 45 

1 Introduction 46 

Sporadic E (Es) layers are denser and thin layers which are mainly formed by the wind-47 

shear mechanism in low/mid-latitudes [Whitehead, 1961; Mathews, 1998; Haldoupis, 2011]. The 48 

metallic ions of meteoric origin are accumulated at the null points of the winds causing density 49 

enhancement at E-region heights. Although these layers are named sporadic, they could be 50 

considered as permanent layers due to its frequent observation and the long lifetime of the 51 

metallic ions, such as Fe
+
, Mg

+
, K

+
, Ca

+
 and Na

+
 [Kopp, 1997]. The Es layer characteristics were 52 

addressed by several authors showing that their intensity and locations are controlled generally 53 

by the tidal wind atmospheric dynamics [Prassad et al., 2012; Pignalberi et al., 2014; Resende 54 

et al. 2017a], and in some cases by the electric field [Abdu et al., 2014, Resende et al. 2017b, 55 

Moro et al., 2017].  56 

Close to the geomagnetic equator the influence of the electric fields in the Es layer 57 

formation becomes more important since the wind shear is not the favorable mechanism in these 58 

regions. Dagar et al. [1977] showed that a zonal electric field component smaller than 2 mV/m 59 

could influence the Es layers formation in regions around the magnetic equator. In addition, it is 60 

well established that at equatorial regions the Es trace commonly observed on daytime 61 

ionograms is due to irregularities in the E-layers, and not a reflection from a denser layer. In fact, 62 

the diffuse and non-blanketing layer, which is classified as q-type Es or Esq, is the manifestation 63 

of the gradient drift instability in ionograms (Type II irregularities) due to the Equatorial 64 

Electrojet Current (EEJ) [Abdu et al., 1996; Resende et al., 2016]. 65 

Abdu et al. [2009b] investigated the relationship between the Es layers 66 

occurrence/disruption at a low latitude location (Fortaleza) and the evening pre-reversal 67 

enhancement (PRE) in the vertical drift (or electric field) at the dip equator. They found that 68 

depending on the PRE amplitude a disruption or intensification of the Es layers could occur. 69 

Carrasco et al. [2007] developed a numerical model for the E region and was able to simulate 70 

that an upward (positive) vertical electric field is capable of disrupting an ongoing sporadic 71 
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layer, whereas a downward (negative) electric field favors its intensification or even formation. 72 

Resende et al. [2016] used the same model to analyze the electric field effect in Es layer during 73 

quiet time. They found that the electric field vertical component of the EEJ interrupts the dense 74 

layer occurrence. Also, the results confirmed that the winds are the main factor to form Es layer 75 

at low latitudes. Moro et al. [2017] used this same model to analyze the electric field influence 76 

in the equatorial Es layer formation during the magnetic storm that occurred in November 2004. 77 

They verified that the vertical electric fields of the EEJ irregularity suffer intense changes, 78 

disrupting the Esq layers. Notice, however, that the electric field effect in the Es layer 79 

development at low latitudes is still poorly understood. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, 80 

there are no studies of the electric field effect in the Es layers using simulations in these latitudes.  81 

The ionospheric zonal electric field suffers significant modifications in equatorial and low-82 

latitude regions under disturbed conditions. These modifications/disturbances can be classified in 83 

two distinct categories: the prompt penetration electric fields (PPEFs), and the disturbance 84 

dynamo electric fields (DDEFs) [Balan et al., 2008; Blanc and Richmond, 1980]. The 85 

interplanetary electric field is related to the IMF Bz component of the interplanetary magnetic 86 

field and to the solar wind velocity (VSW). During a southward incursion of IMF Bz, we have an 87 

undershielding electric field which penetrates into the ionosphere with eastward (westward) 88 

polarity in the day (night) side of the Earth. A reversal of the IMF Bz to north generates an 89 

overshielding condition in which the electric field is westward (eastward) during day (night), 90 

being in opposite direction do the undisturbed dynamo electric field [Nogueira et al., 2011]. The 91 

DDEFs, on the other hand, occur due to energy input into the high latitude ionosphere that results 92 

into Joule heating and collisional interactions that drive disturbance thermospheric winds toward 93 

the equator, creating a disturbed dynamo electric field. They generally occur a few hours after 94 

the energy input at high latitudes, generally during the later phases of the geomagnetic storms 95 

and have opposite direction to the quiet time electric fields [Santos et al., 2016]. In both cases, 96 

the disturbed electric fields alter the F region plasma in the ionosphere and can cause some 97 

modification in the Es layers as well [Abdu et al., 2009b]. 98 

This paper analyzes the strong Es layer observed in the ionograms at a low latitude region, 99 

Boa Vista (BV, 2.8°N, 60.7°W, dip = 18º) in January 2016. We evaluate the significantly 100 

enhanced Es layer during the recovery phase of a magnetic storm, in which we attributed such 101 

enhancement to the DDEF influence. We used an Es layer numerical model, named MIRE, with 102 

a novel neutral wind input to analyze the electric field influence in the Es layer formation over 103 

the BV region. Finally, we present a deep study of the possible causes of such strong Es layers 104 

that are occurring in BV using simulations and measurements obtained from the ionosondes.  105 

2 Ionospheric Data and Modeling 106 

Data from digisonde (DPS-4D) are collected and analyzed in order to get information on  107 

F-layer and Es parameters at BV and other stations: Campo Grande (CG, 20.5°S, 55°W, dip = -108 

17º ), São Luís (SLZ, 2.5°S, 44.3°W, dip = -3.8º), and Fortaleza (FLZ, 4°S, 38°W, dip = -9º). We 109 

have also analyzed the Total Electron Content (TEC) data obtained from a network of Global 110 

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers in South America to verify the response of 111 

equatorial and low latitude ionosphere during a magnetic storm. Additionally, the Global Scale 112 

Wave Model (GSWM-00) is used as input to MIRE for the selected Brazilian regions. The 113 
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interaction of the electric fields with the Es layer dynamics was studied for the intense 114 

geomagnetic storm of January 2016. In the following, we briefly describe each set of data and 115 

models used in this work. 116 

2.1 Digisonde Data  117 

Digisonde is a radar that operates at frequencies ranging from 1 to 30 MHz. It generally 118 

operates continuously, making a complete sweeping every 10/15 min [Reinisch et al., 2009]. The 119 

data provides the ionospheric profile in graphs of frequency versus virtual height, from which it 120 

is possible to get the ionospheric parameters for the F and E regions with Es layers. In this study 121 

we used the following parameters: the Es blanketing frequency (fbEs), which corresponds to the 122 

frequency up to which the Es layer blocks the transmitted electromagnetic wave; and the top 123 

frequency (ftEs), which is the maximum frequency that was reflected from the Es layer. 124 

Furthermore, to study the magnetic storm effect in the ionosphere as a whole, we also analyzed 125 

the F regions parameters, as the height of the F- layer peak density (hmF2) and the vertical drift 126 

velocity (Vz). 127 

The Vz is obtained by the relation ∆ℎ𝐹 ∆𝑡⁄ , in which the hF is calculated using true 128 

heights at specific plasma frequencies 4, 5, and 6 MHz. In fact, we used the mean of the drift 129 

values calculated at the three frequencies, which was used to represent the height averaged 130 

vertical drift of the bottom side F region. More details about this methodology can be found in 131 

Abdu et al. [2010]. 132 

 It is important to emphasize that all the ionospheric parameters derived from digisonde 133 

data were manually checked since significant discrepancies can be found between the 134 

automatically scaled and the true values at Brazilian region. Additionally, further information on 135 

the ionosonde model, data availability, and other parameters related to these ionospheric 136 

observatories can be found in the review by Denardini et al. [2016]. 137 

 138 

2.2 GNSS TEC Variation 139 

 140 

The frequency radio signals from the GNSS receiver measures the total number of 141 

electrons (TEC) in a column of unit cross-section area between the satellite and the receiver. The 142 

TEC values are made available at the website of the Brazilian Studies and Monitoring of Space 143 

Weather (Embrace - http://www2.inpe.br/climaespacial/portal/en/), which produces the 144 

ionospheric maps. Specifically, we have obtained two-dimensional maps of the absolute vertical 145 

TEC values at 10 min time resolution and 0.5°×0.5° of spatial resolution in latitude and longitude 146 

in this analysis. The methodology was developed by Otsuka et al. [2002], and the description for 147 

the Brazilian sector can be found in Takahashi et al. [2016].  148 

 149 

 150 

2.3 MIRE Model 151 

 152 

We simulated the Es layers using a theoretical model, called MIRE (the Portuguese 153 

acronym for E-Region Ionospheric Model), which provides the E region electron density. This is 154 

accomplished by solving a system of differential equations of the continuity and momentum for 155 

the molecular/atomic (NO+, O2
+,  N2

+,  O+) and metallic (Fe+,  Mg+) ions. The system was solved 156 
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using 0.05 km grid spacing in height, and 2 min time step between 00 LT and 24 LT. In this 157 

analysis, we used the height range from 86 to 120 km. Notice that MIRE can be used for heights 158 

up to 140 km, but the GSWM-00, which is used to calculate the input winds for MIRE, does not 159 

provide data above 120 km, which is the source of the altitude limitation of this study. More 160 

details about the equations and implementation of MIRE can be seen in Carrasco et al. [2007] 161 

and Resende et al. [2017a]. 162 

The Es layers formation dynamics can be analyzed by the vertical velocity of the ions: 163 

 164 

 165 

𝑉𝑖𝑧 =  
𝜔𝑖

2

(𝑣𝑖𝑛
2 +  𝜔𝑖

2 )
[𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐼 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝐼 ∙ 𝑈𝑋 + 

𝑣𝑖𝑛

𝜔𝑖
∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐼 ∙ 𝑈𝑦 + 

1

𝑣𝑖𝑛

𝑒

𝑚𝑖
∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐼 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝐼

∙ 𝐸𝑥 +  
𝑒

𝜔𝑖𝑚𝑖
∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐼 ∙ 𝐸𝑦 + 

𝑒

𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑖
∙ (

𝑣𝑖𝑛
2

𝜔𝑖
2 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝐼) ∙ 𝐸𝑧] 

 

(5) 

 166 

where 𝜔𝑖 is the ion gyrofrequency, 𝑣𝑖𝑛 is the ion-neutral collision frequency, I is the magnetic 167 

inclination angle, 𝑚𝑖 is the mass of the ion, 𝑒 is the electric charge of the ion, 𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑦, and 𝐸𝑧, are 168 

the electric field components, and 𝑈𝑥 is the meridional and 𝑈𝑦 is the zonal wind components in 169 

the E region. Here, the X-axis points towards the south, the Y-axis points towards the east, 170 

whereas the Z-axis completes the right-handed coordinate system, pointing up.  171 

In the previous works that used MIRE, the wind model was obtained by the fitting of amplitude, 172 

wavelength, and phase parameters computed from the observational data of the meteor radar 173 

installed in Brazilian low-latitude regions [Resende et al., 2016; Resende et al., 2017a; Resende 174 

et al., 2017b; Moro et al., 2017]. However, there is no meteor radar available near BV. Thus, in 175 

the present study, it was necessary to use a theoretical model, the GSWM-00, which successfully 176 

described the wind dynamics over the regions near geographic equator [Hagan et al., 2002, 177 

2003, Buriti et al., 2008]. Details about the GSWM-00 can be seen on the website of the High 178 

Altitude Observatory (HAO) of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), in 179 

Colorado (http://web.hao.ucar.edu/public/research/tiso/gswm/gswm.html). 180 

Using GSWM-00, we obtain the semidiurnal (12h) and diurnal (24h) amplitudes, the 181 

phase, and the wavelength for zonal and meridional tidal wind components in BV. Then, the tidal 182 

components can be computed by: 183 

 184 

𝑼𝒙(𝒛) =  𝑼𝒙𝟎(𝒛) ∙ 𝒄𝒐𝒔 (
𝟐𝝅

𝝀𝒙

(𝒛 −  𝒛𝟎) +  
𝟐𝝅

𝑻
(𝒕 −  𝒕𝒙𝟎(𝒛))) 

 

(5) 

 185 
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𝑼𝒚(𝒛) =  −𝑼𝒚𝟎(𝒛) ∙ 𝒔𝒊𝒏 (
𝟐𝝅

𝝀𝒚

(𝒛 − 𝒛𝟎) +  
𝟐𝝅

𝑻
(𝒕 − 𝒕𝒚𝟎(𝒛))) , 

 

(6) 

where 𝑈𝑥0(𝑧) e 𝑈𝑦0(𝑧) correspond to wind amplitudes at the height z; 𝜆𝑥 and 𝜆𝑦 denote the 186 

wavelengths; T is the period of the tide (24h for diurnal and 12h for semidiurnal); 𝑧0 is a 187 

reference height assumed as 100 km; and 𝑡𝑥0(𝑧) and 𝑡𝑦0(𝑧) are the wave phases. 188 

Figure 1 shows the temporal and altitudinal variation of the meridional (Figure 1a) and 189 

zonal (Figure 1b) wind profiles of the tidal modes that were included in MIRE to simulate the Es 190 

layers over BV. It is important to mention here that the GSWM-00 was used as input in MIRE 191 

model for the first time, which required validation before carrying out the analysis of the electric 192 

field effects. 193 

The null points (zero curves) indicate the wind shear mechanism that is necessary to form 194 

the Es layer. The zonal amplitude is larger (max ~ 25 m/s) than the meridional amplitude (max ~ 195 

17 m/s), in agreement with the observational results obtained previously for other Brazilian 196 

regions [Resende et al., 2017a; Resende et al., 2017b]. However, the wind amplitudes are lower 197 

in BV than at other Brazilian regions analyzed before. Hence, it is expected the Es layers to be 198 

very weak in BV in most days, which agrees with the numerical results obtained from MIRE as 199 

will be shown in Section 3.  200 

 201 

 202 

 203 
Figure 1. Wind profile of the meridional (a) and zonal (b) obtained by GSWM that was included in MIRE to 204 

simulate the Es layers over BV.  205 

3 Results and Discussion 206 

 207 

3.1 Magnetic storm Event  208 

 209 

Figure 2 shows the variations of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz component 210 

(a), the solar wind speed (VSW, km/s) (b), the Dst index (nT) (c), and AE, auroral electrojet (nT) 211 

index (d) for the 18-25 January 2016 geomagnetic storm. The Bz and VSW parameters were taken 212 

from the OMNIWeb database, which were obtained from the Advanced Composition Explorer 213 
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(ACE) satellite measurements. The AE and Dst indices were obtained from the World Data 214 

Center from Geomagnetism, Kyoto.  215 

The coronal mass ejection (CME) arrived in the Earth’s magnetosphere on 19 January 216 

2016 at 1000 UT, causing an abrupt increase in the Bz component. The CME effect lasted until 217 

January 21, 2016, when the Earth’s environment starts to recover. Additionally, the Bz 218 

component turned southward (negative) from about 0530 UT on 20 January to 0400 UT on 21 219 

January. The Dst index started to decrease (magnetic storm main phase) at around 0100 UT on 220 

20 January, reaching almost -100 nT at 1600 UT, which is the threshold for classifying it as an 221 

intense storm according to the classification by Gonzalez et al. [1994]. Afterward, it is possible 222 

to observe a slow recovery of the Dst index that lasted until 23 January. The VSW increased 223 

gradually from about 320 km/s to almost 600 km/s. Furthermore, the AE index showed a peak of 224 

~1250 nT around 1500 UT on 20 January. After this peak, the AE had an oscillating behavior 225 

with values between 200 nT and 500 nT.  226 

 227 

 228 
Figure 2. IMF Bz, solar wind speed, Dst, and AE auroral electrojet indices (UT) from 18 to 25 November 2016.  229 

 230 

3.2 Strong Es layer in BV 231 

 232 

During part of the magnetic storm recovery phase that occurred on 21-22 January 2016, 233 

we observed strong Es layers in BV, which is not the typical behavior at that location. This layer 234 

occurrence starts at 2330 UT on 21 January and it lasts until 0640 UT on 22 January, when it 235 

starts to weaken. Therefore, although we are showing the data obtained from the days around the 236 

magnetic storm that occurred on 20 January, we will focus only on the shaded area of Figure 2.  237 
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Figure 3 shows the Es layers in ionograms (red arrow) between 2330 UT on 21th and 238 

0700 UT on 22th January 2016, in increments of half an hour. During this time, the ftEs 239 

oscillated between high and low values. In fact, between 2330 UT and 0100 UT, the ftEs reached 240 

values even higher than 15 MHz (at 0050 UT, not shown here). After, the Es layer started to 241 

weaken, but it strengthened again in the next hours (see 0300 UT). This oscillation lasted until 242 

0700 UT, when the Es layer began to disappear.  In the hours following 0700 UT, the Es layers 243 

returned to its typical behavior with a not significant density (not shown here). 244 

245 
 246 

Figure 3. Ionograms at Boa Vista collected from 2330 UT on 21th January 2016 until 0700 UT on 22th January 247 

2016, showing the atypical strong Es layers. 248 

 249 

Similar strong Es layers were observed in BV ionograms during the recovery phase of all 250 

the magnetic storms shown in Table 1. We have selected the moderate/intense magnetic storms 251 

(Dst < -50) that occurred in 2016 and 2017, a period in which we had data available for the BV 252 

region. Notice that all density increases occurred during the magnetic storm recovery phase. As it 253 

will be discussed later, these layers cannot be formed by wind shear mechanism only, since the 254 
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tidal winds in the regions near the geographic equator, as BV, have small amplitudes in their 255 

meridional and zonal component (Figure 1). Therefore, another mechanism must be acting at this 256 

region to form these strong layers.  257 

 258 

 259 

Table 1: List of strong Es layer in BV associated to moderate/intense magnetic storms ( Dst < -50) in 2016 and 260 

2017. 261 

Arrival of the CME on Earth Minimum 

Dst (nT) 

Beginning of the strong Es 

layer observation 

Magnetic Storm Phase of 

Es layer observation 

05 March 2016;       1900UT -98 06 March 2016;       2140 UT Recovery 

13 October 2016;     0600UT -104 14 October 2016;      2350UT Recovery 

04 November 2016; 1800UT -50 04 November 2016; 2350 UT Recovery 

10 November 2016; 0000UT -59 12 November 2016; 2000 UT Recovery 

27 May 2017;          2200UT -125 30 May 2017;          2050 UT Recovery 

16 July 2017           1500UT -72 17 July 2017           2310 UT Recovery 

 262 

In face of such observation at BV, we looked for strong Es layers in the same data 263 

collected in other regions aiming to define the geographical/geomagnetical extent of such 264 

phenomena. Figure 4 shows the fbEs (green line) and ftEs (orange line) parameters between 21 265 

and 23 January 2016 for four different low latitude regions in Brazil, BV, CG, FLZ, and SLZ. 266 

The FLZ and SLZ are regions close to the magnetic equator, whereas CG is located at the same 267 

magnetic meridian as BV, but in the Southern Hemisphere. From this figure, it is clear that the 268 

high top frequency values of the Es layer, i.e. the higher electron density, were only observed in 269 

BV. For the FLZ and SLZ regions, the ftEs/fbEs during the nighttime had low values, and it 270 

disappeared in few hours. 271 

Once we have no wind measurements in these regions (SLZ and FLZ), associated with 272 

the GSWM-00 output showing not enough wind shears to form Es layers, the Es layer modeling 273 

at the Brazilian regions faces some difficulties. Nevertheless, we recall that Resende et al. 274 

[2017b] studied the wind behavior to form Es layers using an all-sky interferometric meteor 275 

radar installed in São João do Cariri (7.23S, 36.32W, dip: -22.16), the nearest region to São Luís. 276 

They observed that the Es layer electron density in São Luís has low values during the day, 277 

disappearing in the night hours. This behavior agrees with the observations on SLZ and FLZ in 278 

the analyzed period here. The authors concluded that the zonal wind component was found to be 279 

the most important for the Es layer formation, and this component at a nearby equator station has 280 

low amplitudes forming weak Es layers. Furthermore, in some hours for these regions, the fbEs 281 

shows a typical behavior characterized by an enhancement during the morning period, starting 282 

about 09 UT (06 LT), and reaching maxima values about 15 UT (12 LT), followed by a steady 283 

decrease, reaching the quiescent values after 21 UT (18 LT) [Resende et al., 2017a]. For all these 284 

reasons, the Es layers in SLZ and FLZ do not have any atypical behavior as in BV.  285 

Regarding CG (panel b), the Es layer completely disappeared at the moment of the 286 

occurrence of the strong Es layers in BV. In fact, the CG is located at the same magnetic 287 

meridian as BV, meaning that the integrated field line conductivity is the same in both these 288 

regions [Abdu et al., 2009a]. Batista et al. [2008] studied the relation between the spread F (SF) 289 

occurrence and Es layer characteristics using simultaneous data to look for any possible relation 290 

between these two phenomena in BV, CG, and Cachimbo (9.8S, 54.5W). Several instruments 291 
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were provisionally installed in these stations during the Conjugate Point Equatorial Experiment 292 

(COPEX) campaign, which occurred in Brazil from October to December 2002. They did not 293 

detect any significant correlation between the SF occurrence/generation at the magnetic equator 294 

and the presence of Es layers at the conjugate E regions along the same field line. However, they 295 

observed that the Es layers were stronger in BV when compared to those detected in CG. 296 

Nevertheless, they did not study the effect of the vertical equatorial electric field (that is 297 

associated with the eastward electric field pre-reversal enhancement) with the Es development or 298 

disruption. 299 

Lastly, the digisonde installed recently in BV allows the analysis of the recurrent atypical 300 

Es layer during the recovery phase of the magnetic storm. In this context, we performed a deeper 301 

analysis of the magnetic storm period in January 2016 to find a possible explanation of such 302 

behavior in BV.  303 

 304 
Figure 4. The fbEs and ftEs parameters at four Brazilian: low latitudes, Boa Vista (panel a), Campo Grande (panel 305 

b), and equatorial regions, Fortaleza (panel c), São Luís (panel d) on 21-23 January 2016.  306 

 307 

3.3 The F region effect 308 

 309 

Figure 5a presents the F2 layer peak height (hmF2) parameter for 21 and 22 January 2016 310 

over BV. The blue line refers to a quiet day (January 18) used as reference. An important 311 

characteristic observed in this Figure is that the F layer peak height enhancement near sunset 312 

(hachured area) was reduced in relation to the quiet period. The possible causes for this hmF2 313 
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reduction can be either 1) a northward meridional wind which contributes to the lowering of the 314 

layer, 2) a reduction of the eastward electric field through an overshielding effect of a PPEF or 3) 315 

a westward disturbance dynamo electric field (DDEF). In the present case it seems that the 316 

meridional wind is directed southward as we can see in Figure 5b. This Figure presents the 317 

difference between hmF2 measured at CG and BV (dhmF2 = hmF2CG – hmF2BV), which, as 318 

discussed in Abdu et al. [2009a] and in Batista et al. [2017], is a measure of the 319 

interhemispheric symmetry/asymmetry in hmF2. Positive/negative values of dhmF2 indicate 320 

transequatorial meridional wind (TMW) directed northward/southward. As it can be seen from 321 

Figure 5b, at the time of the hmF2 reduction over BV, dhmF2 is negative, indicating a southward 322 

TMW. Such a TMW would contribute to increase the F layer height over BV which is not 323 

observed in the data. The second hypothesis of an overshielding PPEF would occur under the 324 

presence of northward turning of the IMF-Bz, which was not observed during the time interval 325 

under consideration. In fact, Bz is close to zero and AE presents minor fluctuations (see Figure 326 

2). Therefore, it seems that a westward disturbance dynamo electric fields (DDEF) is the most 327 

probable candidate to explain the reduction in the rise of F layer peak height during the time of 328 

interest for this study.  329 

  330 
Figure 5. The hmF2 parameter at Boa Vista (panel a) and the difference between hmF2 in Campo Grande and Boa 331 

Vista (panel b) on 21-23 January 2016.  332 

 333 

To confirm the DDEF effect in the F-layer height, we calculated the ExB drift during the 334 

hours when the strong Es layers were observed. In order to perform this calculation, it is 335 

important to have in mind that the vertical drift velocity using the relation mentioned before 336 

(ΔhF/Δt) is valid near sunset and night hours when the F-layer height is equal or higher than 300 337 
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km. If the layer is below this height, then the recombination processes need to be taken into 338 

account for the drift velocity calculation. Thus, the vertical drift velocity is given by 339 

 340 

𝑉𝐵𝑉 =  𝑉𝑎𝑝 –  𝛽𝐻, (1) 

 341 

where the 𝑉𝐵𝑉  refers to the drift velocity at Boa Vista (BV), 𝑉𝑎𝑝 is the apparent vertical drift 342 

(measured) for a station, 𝛽 is the recombination coefficient, and 𝐻 is the scale height of 343 

ionization. The recombination coefficient is given by  344 

 345 

𝛽 =  𝑘1[𝑁2] +  𝑘2[𝑂2]. (2) 

 346 

The reaction coefficients 𝑘1and 𝑘2 can be found in Nogueira et al. [2011], and [𝑁2] and 347 

[𝑂2] are the neutral molecular nitrogen and oxygen number densities, respectively, which were 348 

obtained from the atmospheric model MSISE-90 [Hedin et al., 1991]. 349 

Additionally, for stations located outside the magnetic equator, like BV, we need to 350 

consider the meridional wind since this component may contribute to the vertical plasma motion 351 

as well [Rishbeth et al., 1978; Nogueira et al., 2011]. Therefore, 𝑉𝑎𝑝 is given by: 352 

 353 

𝑉𝑎𝑝 =  𝑉𝐷 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝐼 ± 𝑈𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑠𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑛𝐼 −  𝑤𝐷𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝐼, (3) 

where VD is the vertical drift velocity calculated as ∆ℎ ∆𝑡⁄ , 𝐼 is the magnetic inclination angle ( 354 

~18° in BV), 𝑈𝐹 is the meridional wind in the F region (positive northward), 𝑤𝐷 is the  355 

contribution to the vertical plasma velocity due to diffusion given by wD =  g νi⁄ , where g is the 356 

acceleration of gravity, and the νi is the ion-neutral collision frequency. We used the same 357 

methodology described in Nogueira et al. [2011], in which 𝜈𝑖 is computed as: 358 

 359 

𝑣𝑖 = 4.34 ×  10−16 [𝑁2] + 4.28 ×  10−16 [𝑂2] + 2.44 ×  10−16 [𝑂],   (4) 

 360 

where [𝑁2], [𝑂2],  and [𝑂] were obtained from MSISE-90. 361 

 362 

The vertical drift calculated according to the above equation is shown in Figure 6. The 363 

grey line in the Figure refers to the quiet period drift whereas the orange line refers to the 364 

recovery phase of the magnetic storm that we call disturbed period. Positive/negative drift values 365 

are directed to the east/west. Notice that the DDEF effect can be clearly seen, since, during the 366 

PRE hours (2100 UT), the ExB drift was inhibited, presenting opposite direction of the typical 367 

quiet time behavior. After these hours, the drift velocity tried to recovery and reached values 368 

higher than the quiet drift velocity. Finally, after 0200 UT, the drift velocity presented an 369 

oscillatory behavior, showing that the drift was returning to its typical values.  370 
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 371 
Figure 6. The ExB drift in quiet (grey line) and disturbed (orange line) periods between the 2000 UT and 0900 UT 372 

at Boa Vista on 21-22 January 2016.  373 

 374 

 375 

Generally, the DDEF show low values of downward disturbance drifts between 0700 and 376 

1700 LT, followed by larger downward drifts near sunset and upward drift near midnight. The 377 

local time and seasonal dependence of the disturbance dynamo drifts are largely anti-correlated 378 

with those of the prompt penetration drifts or quiet time drift [Fejer et al., 2008], which seems to 379 

be in agreement with the results presented in Figure 6. We also analyzed the equatorial ionization 380 

anomaly (EIA) modification using TEC Maps over South America to observe and confirm the 381 

presence of the DDEF effect. Figure 7 shows the TEC over South America. The solid black line 382 

across the map indicates the magnetic equator location in 2016. In Figure 7a we have the TEC 383 

Map during the reference quiet day (18 January 2016). Notice that the EIA crests are well 384 

demarked at low latitude stations (yellow colors in maps) between 2100 UT and 2300 UT, which 385 

is the typical behavior of the ionosphere plasma over Brazil. On 21 January 2016, it is possible to 386 

observe a clear weakening of the EIA crest near sunset time (Figure 7b). Similar behavior was 387 

observed in a study by Nogueira et al. [2011], in which they analyzed the response of the 388 

ionosphere during two magnetic storms that occurred in 2001. In fact, they analyzed the EIA 389 

intensity and the variations in the zonal electric field in different phases of the magnetic storms. 390 

They found that the PPEF mechanism occurred during the main phase in both cases, causing an 391 

enhancement in the EIA. However, during the recovery phase, they found that the DDEF almost 392 

caused an EIA crest disappearance, agreeing with our results. 393 

We emphasize here that this mechanism is a global phenomenon. Thus, the westward 394 

electric field in PRE hours due to disturbance dynamo occurs in all regions of Brazil, being more 395 

visible in those near the magnetic equator. 396 

 397 
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 398 

 399 

Figure 7. Longitude versus latitude distribution of the TEC Map over South America at one hour interval 400 

during (a) the quiet time period, and (b) covering the period of the disturbance dynamo effect. 401 

 402 

Therefore, the inhibition of the PRE drift and EIA are concrete evidences of the influence 403 

of a DDEF that occurred in the recovery phase of the 20 January magnetic storm, as already 404 

discussed by several authors [Sastri et al., 1988; Abdu et al, 1997; Abdu et al., 2006; Santos et 405 

al., 2012]. Thus, we believed that the strong Es layer formation on BV can be influenced by the 406 

DDEF. This fact was analyzed in detail and it is shown hereafter. 407 
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 408 

3.3. Analysis of the electric field effect using simulations  409 

 410 

 In this work we are pointing out that the only possible mechanism to form the strong Es 411 

layers in BV is due to an electric field superposed to the wind shear mechanism. According to 412 

Fejer and Scherliess [1995] the relationship between the zonal electric field and the vertical drift 413 

produced by this electric field is approximately 1 mV/m to 40 m/s. Analyzing Figure 6, the drift 414 

during the hours of the PRE was approximately -20 m/s, which corresponds to a westward 415 

electric field of 0.5 mV/m. Comparing with the ionograms in Figure 2, the strong Es layer starts 416 

to occur at 2330 UT, shortly after the electric field reached its highest value. After, the Es layer 417 

tries to return to normal conditions, around 0130 UT, when the fbEs and ftEs reached the lowest 418 

values in this period. At the same time, the drift velocity on January 22, 2016 showed a positive 419 

value of ~15 m/s, meaning an eastward electric field of approximately 0.42 mV/m. However, at 420 

0200 UT, the drift velocity became negative, meaning that the zonal electric field is westward 421 

again. At 0230 UT, the ftEs reached values higher than 15 MHz, but this behavior did not last 422 

long since the vertical drift oscillated in the next hours. Thus, this result shows a possible 423 

connection between the westward electric field and the Es layers formation.  424 

 We included the electric field values in MIRE to verify this behavior. First, we included a 425 

constant westward electric field equal to 0.5 mV/m between 2000 UT and 0600 UT that 426 

corresponds to the PRE vertical drift of -20 m/s. Figure 8 show Height-Time (HT) Maps of the 427 

electron density profile simulated by MIRE (color scale) over BV on January 22, 2016. The 428 

background color maps show a typical behavior of the E region electron density, with low values 429 

in the night period and expressive electron density in the daytime. In Figure 8a, we considered 430 

only the wind effect obtained by the GSWM-00. Notice that MIRE successfully simulated the Es 431 

layers, which are observed as the thin descending layers in some hours. The Es layers were 432 

formed around 110 km with low density and a downward movement is observed, agreeing with 433 

the theory about the Es layer behavior [Bishop and Earcle, 2003; Haldoupis et al., 2006]. This 434 

scenario is typical for Es layers formed by the wind shear mechanism [Resende et al., 2017b]. 435 

Furthermore, notice that the Es layer did not seem to occur during the daytime since its density 436 

was very close to the background E region density. However, in the nighttime, which is our 437 

interest in this study, the Es layers were clearly observed. 438 

 Figure 8b shows the HT Maps of electron density profile simulated by MIRE with the 439 

selected constant value for the electric field. It is possible to observe that the Es layer during the 440 

night hours were stronger when it was compared with Figure 8a. From 18 UT, the density layer 441 

increased significantly, approximately 1.5 times more. During the first hours of the morning 442 

(0000 UT until 0400 UT), the Es layer density when considering the electric field reached almost 443 

10
5
 electrons/cm

3
, whereas the Es layer formed only by the winds reached a density of 444 

approximately 10
4
 electrons/cm

3
. Therefore, the constant westward electric field caused a 445 

strengthen to these Es layers in BV. 446 

  447 

 448 
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 449 
Figure 8. Electron density as a function of Universal Time (UT) and height (km) simulated by MIRE 450 

considering the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal winds representative of January 2016 (a) and considering the westward 451 

zonal electric field component of 0.5 mV/m (b). 452 

 453 

 454 

It is possible to notice in Figure 8b that the constant electric field included during the 455 

nighttime in MIRE caused modifications to the Es layer profile. Resende et al. [2016] and Moro 456 

et al. [2017] showed that the zonal electric field can cause a modulation in the existing Es layers, 457 

which is still attributed to the tidal wind mechanism. They studied the equatorial regions electric 458 

field due to the EEJ current to analyze the Es layer formation, concluding that the zonal electric 459 

fields are not efficient enough to create or disrupt any Es layers. The only observable effect is 460 

some modulation. Therefore, in our case, it was possible to confirm that the electric field caused 461 

some influence in diurnal times.  462 

Carrasco et al. [2007] analyzed the vertical electric field influence in the Es layers 463 

during the F region pre-reversal enhancement (PRE) in the zonal electric fields by mapping these 464 

electric fields through the equipotential magnetic field lines. Depending on the direction of the 465 

vertical electric field component, they observed an Es layer disruption or enhancement around 466 

the sunset and its correlation with the PRE. In fact, a vertical electric field during the sunset can 467 

be mapped to low latitudes regions, causing some influence in the Es layers. On the other hand, 468 

Abdu et al. [2014] investigated the same situation of low-latitude Es layers during the magnetic 469 

storm periods. They show that a PPEF of an overshielding electric field with the westward 470 

polarity in the evening sector can cause the sporadic E layers formation near 100 km. The deeper 471 

analysis performed by them concluded that the ionization of the Es layer formation is driven by 472 

the enhanced ratio of field line integrated Hall to Pedersen conductivity (∑H)/(∑P) during the 473 

magnetic storms, influencing the electric field components in F region. After, the vertical electric 474 

field is mapped to E region, which can form strong Es layers. To confirm the enhancement in the 475 

∑H/∑P ratio, they used the energetic particle precipitation since the regions analyzed are located 476 

in the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly (SAMA). Therefore, they concluded that during the 477 

disturbed periods the electric field effects on Es layers occur more in the SAMA region. 478 

In our study, it was not possible to analyze the influence of the F region vertical electric 479 

field mapped to BV, since we do not have measurements in equatorial regions for the same 480 

magnetic field line. In fact, this is a possible mechanism due to the absence of the Es layers in 481 

CG. The vertical electric field can be mapped to BV and CG, in opposite directions, causing a 482 

strengthening and disruption of Es layers, respectively. However, the explanation in Abdu et al. 483 
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[2014] about the enhancement in the ∑H/∑P ratio in SAMA regions is not possible since BV is 484 

located far from the northern border of the anomaly.  485 

The literature [Fürst et al., 2009; Ginet et al., 2007] shows that the BV region is located 486 

on the Northwest boundary of the SAMA, which means that this region may receive few 487 

influences of the particle precipitation. Da Silva et al. [2016], presented the preferential particle 488 

precipitation region on the SAMA through the distribution of the X-Ray (3.0–31.5 keV energy 489 

range) of the upper atmosphere measured by RPS (X-ray spectrometer) device on board of the 490 

CORONAS-F satellite,  in which it is clearly seen that there is no particle precipitation over BV. 491 

Even knowing that there is little chance of the charged particle precipitation in the region of the 492 

interest, it is extremely important to investigate the dynamic processes on the outer radiation belt 493 

during the specific case study (2200 - 0000 UT on January 22, 2016), as following below. 494 

The Van Allen Probes data [Mauk et al., 2012] showed that the outer radiation belt flux 495 

(high-energy, Figure not shown) for this event is considerable stable (without dropout and/or 496 

enhancement). The data also showed the absence of the Chorus (from hundreds of Hz up to 497 

about 10 kHz) and Electromagnetic Ion Cyclotron – EMIC (0.3 Hz up to 3 Hz) wave activities, it 498 

means the pitch angle scattering mechanism [Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Thorne et al., 2010] 499 

did not occur, consequently charged particles were not launched in the loss cone, resulting to not 500 

occurrence the particle precipitation during all period of this case study. Through this 501 

investigation may suggest that the Es layers detected here are generated without the influence of 502 

the particle precipitation. Therefore, it is concluded that the ∑H/∑P enhancement which is 503 

directly intensified in the SAMA region during the magnetic storms has little or no influence on 504 

the mechanisms able to intensify the Es layers on BV region. 505 

Another possibility is the direct effect of the DDEF in BV. In fact, the westward electric 506 

field can intensify the Es layers as shown in Abdu et al. [2014]. Indeed, the fast variation of the 507 

electric field from eastward to westward on the night of 21-21 January 2016 may be causing the 508 

oscillations in the frequency parameters observed in Figure 3. We believe that the zonal electric 509 

field around 0.5 mV/m-1mV/m may have driven plasma densification as proposed by Dagar et 510 

al. [1977]. In their analysis, the values of the zonal component of the electric field, even with 511 

winds influence, could form Es layers when their values were smaller than 2 mV/m. Also, Dagar 512 

et al. [1977] found that the zonal electric field component increases the Es layer electron density, 513 

and, even if the electric field ceases, it still takes time for the Es layer to disappear completely. 514 

 Therefore, we analyzed the evolution of the electric fields obtained by the vertical drift of 515 

Figure 6. For each value between 2000 UT and 0000 UT, and from 0000 UT to 0600 UT, we 516 

calculated the electric field using the relationship in Fejer and Scherliess [1995]. Thus, the 517 

electric field that was included in MIRE has the behavior presented in Figure 9a, in which the 518 

negative and positive values mean the westward and eastward polarity, respectively. In Figure 9b 519 

we show the simulation results, in which it is possible to verify that the Es layer is strong during 520 

almost the entire day. In some hours during the daytime, the Es disappear. However, our focus is 521 

around the nighttime period. Also, the Es layer seems to be weakened around 0400 UT to 0600 522 

UT, but right after it becomes stronger again. This result shows that the inhibition of the PRE 523 

due to the action of the disturbance dynamo electric field can influence the enhancement of Es 524 

layer in our simulations. We believe that this behavior did not occur in CG because the vertical 525 

drift was smaller and the electric field was not enough to strengthen the Es layers. Furthermore, 526 

the tidal wind configuration in CG is completely different with respect to BV, which may also 527 
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have influenced the absence of the Es layers. In fact, the GSWM-00 is not effective in forming 528 

Es layers far away from the geographical equator [Resende et al., 2017a], precluding a deeper 529 

analysis for this region. 530 

 531 

 532 
Figure 9. Zonal electric profile between 20 UT and 09 UT on the 21-22 January 2016 (a), and the electron 533 

density as a function of Universal Time (UT) and height (km) simulated by MIRE considering the winds and the 534 

zonal electric field (b) on BV.  535 

 536 

 537 

Finally, although there is evidence that the direct DDEF may be influencing the Es layers 538 

intensification in BV, the proposal of Abdu et al. [2014] cannot be totally discarded. Even BV 539 

been outside the SAMA region, the vertical electric fields mapped from equatorial F region to 540 

low latitudes can have some influence on the Es layers formation in BV. However, the Es layers 541 

in BV appear to be stronger than those observed in the study of Abdu et al. [2014]. Besides that, 542 

the zonal electric field values used in the previous analysis of the Es layer [Dagar et al., 1977] 543 

are similar to those of our study, corroborating that the intensifications observed may be 544 

associated with DDEF. Furthermore, using simulations for the first time, it was possible to verify 545 

that these strong layers in BV are due to the combined effect of these electric fields with the 546 

winds. Lastly, it is noteworthy that the influence of the electric fields in the Es layers is a 547 

particularity of regions such as Brazil, which has the magnetic equator crossing the country from 548 

west to east. 549 

4 Conclusions 550 

We have performed in this work a comprehensive analysis of the strong Es layer 551 

formation over Boa Vista (BV). These layers are been observed during the recovery phase of the 552 

magnetic storms. Therefore, we used the TEC and digisonde data, as well as modeling results to 553 

provide some explanation of this behavior.  554 

We investigated in detail the ionospheric response to the disturbing electric fields in these 555 

atypical Es layers appearance during the magnetic storm of 21-22 January 2016. Our finds reveal 556 

that the possible mechanism to form these strong Es layers in BV is due to a disturbed electric 557 

field caused by the disturbance dynamo. We performed a deep study around this magnetic storm, 558 

and the results show that the Es layer intensification is related to the F-region pre-reversal 559 

enhancement inhibition of the vertical drift. This was caused by a westward electric field during 560 
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the disturbance dynamo effect. Furthermore, we confirmed the disturbance dynamo occurrence 561 

using the TEC Maps over South America, which showed the weakness of the equatorial 562 

ionization anomaly crest. 563 

After that, we quantified the electric field influence using MIRE model including the 564 

winds obtained by the GSWM-00. In fact, the wind shear mechanism is the main agent to form a 565 

weak Es layer in BV. We believe that the disturbed electric field due to the disturbance dynamo 566 

was superposed to the wind shear mechanism, forming these strong Es layers. Thus, we used the 567 

relationship between the zonal electric field and the vertical drift to obtain the electric field 568 

values to simulate Es layers in MIRE. The results show that a constant westward electric field 569 

equal to 0.5 mV/m or an evolution of the electric fields obtained by the vertical drift along the 570 

day caused a significant Es layer electron density enhancement in simulations. This behavior 571 

occurred only when the disturbance dynamo was effective. 572 

Additionally, we analyzed the other possible causes of such strong Es layers that are 573 

occurring in BV to confirm that the disturbance dynamo electric field is the main formation 574 

agent of these Es layer. We verify that the enhancement in the ∑H/∑P ratio can be a possible 575 

mechanism to form denser Es layers. However, this enhancement occurs in regions near of the 576 

South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly, which can have energetic particle precipitation. Therefore, in 577 

Boa Vista this mechanism is not effective since this region is located far from the northern 578 

border of the anomaly.  579 

Finally, the combined results from the model and observational data confirmed that these 580 

atypical Es layers are due of the disturbance dynamo electric field. Thus, it is noteworthy that the 581 

influence of the electric fields in the Es layers is a particularity of regions such as Brazil, which 582 

has the magnetic equator crossing the country from west to east. 583 
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